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ABSTRACT 

Efficient Virtualization of Network Interfaces 
Without Sacrificing Safety and Transparency 

by 

Kaushik Kumar Ram 

In modern day data centers economics is motivating server consolidation. Today, 

machine virtualization is being widely used to implement server consolidation. While 

great strides have been made in efficient virtualization of the machine's processors 

and memory, virtualization of I/O devices still incurs significant overheads. Xen uses 

the driver domain I/O model to support I/O virtualization. This model offers benefits 

such as fault isolation and device transparency. However, the processing overheads 

incurred in the driver domain to achieve these benefits limit overall I/O performance. 

This thesis presents mechanisms and optimizations to reduce the overhead of net

work interface virtualization when using the driver domain model without sacrificing 

its benefits. In particular, this thesis demonstrates the effectiveness of two approaches 

to reduce the CPU overhead of network I/O virtualization. First. Xen is modified to 

support multi-queue network interfaces to eliminate the software overheads of packet 



i i i 

de-multiplexing and copying. Second, a new grant mechanism is developed to reduce 

memory sharing overheads. This thesis also presents and evaluates a series of op

timizations that substantially reduce the I/O virtualization overheads in the guest 

domain. In combination, these mechanisms and optimizations increase the maximum 

throughput achieved by guest domains, in the receive path, from 3.0 Gb/s to full 10 

Gigabit Ethernet link rates. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

In modern day data centers economics is motivating server consolidation. Data 

center operators desire more efficient use of hardware resources and lesser power con

sumption. Today, server consolidation is being widely implemented using machine 

virtualization. There exist several virtual machine monitors (VMMs) like Xen [6], 

VMware's ESX Server [12], Microsoft Hyper-V [22], and Linux KVM [29]—that sup

port machine virtualization. 

In a virtualized system, multiple guest operating systems are run concurrently 

in distinct virtual machines (VMs). Each VM is provided with a set of virtualized 

physical resources--- namely, CPUs, memory, and I/O devices. The VMM is a software 

layer which is responsible for multiplexing the physical machine resources among the 

VMs. The VMM can either run directly on the bare metal or within a. host operating 

system. A bare metal VMM is also referred to as a hypervisor. 

Two approaches have emerged to support machine virtualization —full virtual

ization [12] and paravirtualization [37, 6]. In a fully virtualized system, the guest 

operating systems are presented a hardware interface that is identical to the under

lying hardware. Thus, unmodified guest operating systems can be supported using 

this approach. But it requires emulation of privileged tasks in software and incurs 
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high overheads. Paravirtualization avoids these overheads by modifying the guest 

operating systems to directly call the VMM to perform privileged tasks. Recently, 

new features have been added to x86 processors to assist virtualization [24, 4]. These 

features reduce the performance overheads associated with full system virtualization. 

In both fully virtualized and paravirtualized systems, I/O device virtualization 

is typically supported by having a software intermediary multiplex/de-multiplex the 

I/O traffic fairly from/to the guest VMs. This is referred to as software-based I/O 

virtualization. Software-based I/O virtualization is implemented in one of two ways— 

either using the hypervisor-based driver model or using the driver domain model. The 

key difference between the two models is where the physical device drivers are hosted. 

The hypervisor-based driver model hosts the device drivers within the hypervisor. 

VMware's ESX server [12], for example, uses this model. By contrast, the driver 

domain model hosts the device drivers in a VM called the driver domain. Xen [13] 

and the L4 microkernel [16] are examples of VMMs that use this I/O model. 

The driver domain model offers several benefits. The driver domain runs a largely 

unmodified operating system. Consequently, it is able to use all of the device drivers 

that are available for that operating system. This greatly simplifies the complexity 

of providing support for a wide variety of devices in a virtualized environment. In 

addition, the driver domain model provides a safe execution environment for physi

cal device drivers enabling improved fault isolation over the hypervisor-based driver 
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model. Previous studies [9] have shown that device driver bugs are the main cause of 

system crashes. Consequently, there have been proposals [35] to isolate device drivers 

from the rest of the kernel in standard operating systems. The driver domain model 

provides the same capability by isolating device drivers in a separate VM. 

More recently, hardware-assisted or direct I/O access has been proposed by many 

to support I/O virtualization [17, 26, 28, 30, 32, 39]. This allows VMs to directly 

communicate with specially-designed, virtualization-aware I/O devices. These de

vices perform the appropriate packet multiplexing/de-multiplexing among VMs in 

hardware, and thereby eliminate most of the software overheads. But unlike the 

software-based I/O virtualization solutions, direct I/O solutions cannot support fault 

isolation and device transparency. In particular, direct I/O requires device-specific 

code in the guest VM which has several negative consequences. It increases guest 

image complexity, reduces guest VM portability, and complicates live guest migra

tion [25, 34, 10] between systems with different devices. 

While the driver domain model provides several desirable properties, it incurs 

significant overheads [33, 19, 21, 20]. For example, we observe that with a 10 Gi

gabit Ethernet (10 GbE) network interface, a guest VM running Linux on Xen con

sumes about 4.5 times more CPU cycles/packet than in native Linux in the receive 

path. Consequently, while a bandwidth of 9.3 Gb/s can be achieved in native Linux, 
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only 3.0 Gb/s is possible with Xen on our platform 1. Similarly, a Linux guest VM 

consumes 4.7 times more CPU cycles/packet than in native Linux in the transmit 

path. The software approach using the hypervisor-based driver model reduces some 

of these overheads but with reduced fault isolation since the device drivers are now 

hosted within the hyper visor. Direct I/O access eliminates most of these overheads 

and closes the gap with native I/O performance, but at the expense of fault isolation, 

device transparency, and live migration. Today, virtualization system designers are 

faced with a difficult trade-off between performance and desirable properties with 

existing I/O virtualization solutions. 

In this thesis we present mechanisms and optimizations that preserve the benefits 

of the driver domain model while minimizing its performance overheads and reducing 

its performance gap with native systems. 

1.1 Network I /O Virtualization Overheads in Xen using the 
Driver Domain Model 

Software-based network I/O virtualization solutions incur a high overhead in the 

receive path since incoming packets have to be de-multiplexed in software to deter

mine the packet's destination guest VM. Therefore, the packets cannot be directly 

DMAed by the network device to the guest VM. Instead it has to go through a soft

ware intermediary (hypervisor or driver domain). This requires an extra packet copy 

•"•HP Proliant Server with Intel Xeon E5345 quad-core CPUs. 
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between the software intermediary and the guest VM. 

In the driver domain model, unlike the hypervisor-based driver model, the incom

ing packets are handled by a VM and not the privileged hypervisor. Consequently, 

the incoming packets have to be copied across VM boundaries. This necessitates 

a memory sharing mechanism to safely share guest network buffers with the driver 

domain. This adds additional overheads specific to the driver domain model. 

In Xen, the network interface card (NIC) places incoming packets into driver 

domain buffers. The received packets are then de-multiplexed by a software Ethernet 

bridge in the driver domain and finally copied into a buffer owned by the destination 

guest VM. But in order to perform this copy, guest VM buffers have to be shared 

with the driver domain. This is accomplished using the grant mechanism,. Thus, 

the leading sources of overhead in the receive path are packet copying and memory 

sharing using the grant mechanism [33]. 

The copying overhead is not incurred in the transmit path since Xen uses a zero-

copy mechanism where the guest network buffers, holding the packet to be transmit

ted, are directly shared with the driver domain. But the grant mechanism is still 

needed to safely share the guest network buffers and this is the single largest source 

of overhead in the transmit path. 

1.2 Contributions 

The following are the contributions of this thesis: 
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1. We present a complete design and implementation of multi-queue NIC support 

for the driver domain model in Xen. A previous work by Santos et al. [33] 

argued for the use of a new generation of commodity NICs (now called multi-

queue NICs) that support multiple transmit and receive queiies for packets to 

eliminate the packet copying overheads in Xen. This thesis fully realizes that 

vision. The use of multi-queue NIC support reduces the per-packet overhead in 

Xen's receive path by 43%. 

It should be noted that VMware has also implemented support for multi-queue 

NICs in their ESX server [8]. However, the ESX server uses the hypervisor-based 

driver model where the physical driver is hosted in the privileged hypervisor. 

The hypervisor has access to all of guest VM's memory and therefore a mem

ory sharing mechanism is not needed to access guest network buffers from the 

hypervisor. In contrast, the driver domain model in Xen incurs significant over

heads due to the memory sharing mechanism. Hence, the multi-queue support 

by itself is not sufficient to achieve high performance. 

2. We present a new grant mechanism which significantly reduces the overheads 

associated with Xen's memory sharing mechanism. This is achieved by re

designing the grant mechanism to take advantage of the temporal locality in 

the utilization of network buffers by the guest OS. Consequently, there is tem

poral locality in the guest VM's granting and revocation of memory page access 
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to the driver domain. This reduces the per-packet overhead by 19% in the 

receive path and by 47% in the transmit path. 

3. Finally, we study the impact of three virtual driver optimizations that substan

tially reduce the I/O virtualization overheads in the guest VM's receive path. 

These optimizations include large receive offload (LRO), software prefetching, 

and half page buffer allocation. LRO and software prefetching are well known 

optimizations which were not implemented in the guest virtual driver. These 

optimizations lead to a 27% reduction in CPU cycles/packet while receiving 

packets in Xen. 

The net effect of all these optimizations is as follows. In the receive path, the CPU 

cycles/packet is reduced by 64% and the total CPU cost is reduced from 4.5 times 

to just 1.6 times the cost in native Linux. Consequently, the receive throughput of 

a single CPU guest is increased from 3.0 Gb/s to 7.9 Gb/s on our platform When 

running two or more guests, on multiple processor cores, the total receive throughput 

reaches the full 10 GbE line rate. 

In the transmit path, the CPU cycles/packet is reduced by 47% and the total CPU 

cost is reduced from 4.7 times to just 2.4 times the cost in native Linux. Unlike the 

receive case, this does not have an impact on throughput since neither the guest VM's 

CPU nor the driver domain's CPU at the transmit side is the resource bottleneck. 
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1.3 Organization 

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews necessary background infor

mation on Xen's I/O architecture based on the driver domain model. The following 

three chapters present our contributions. Chapter 3 describes multi-queue network 

interfaces and how they can be used to eliminate packet copying overheads. It also 

presents experimental results that demonstrate reduced packet processing costs in 

the driver domain. Chapter 4 presents our new grant mechanism. It describes the 

design of this new mechanism and also presents a detailed analysis of its performance 

benefits. Chapter 5 analyzes the costs in the guest VM, and based on this analysis 

proposes and evaluates a series of optimizations to the guest virtual driver that im

proves the guest VM efficiency. Chapter 7 summarizes our overall results and presents 

the impact of all our mechanisms and optimizations on the achievable throughput. 

Portions of this thesis are based on a paper copyrighted by the Association for 

Computing Machinery [31] and are used in compliance with the ACM's authorship 

copyright agreement. 



Chapter 2 
Background 

This chapter provides background information on network I/O virtualization and 

explains how it is supported in Xen. It is organized as follows. Section 2.1 describes 

how network packets are transmitted and received by a native (unvirtualized) OS. 

Section 2.2 introduces the driver domain I/O model, the I/O model used in Xen. 

Section 2.3 describes how network packets are transmitted and received in Xen using 

the driver domain I/O model. Finally, section 2.4 identifies and quantifies the main 

sources of overhead in Xen. 

2.1 Networking in Native Operating Systems 

An operating system (OS) interacts with a network interface card (NIC) through 

its device driver for network packet transmission and reception. Here we describe 

how this interaction occurs. It should be noted that the OS also has to process the 

incoming packets in the case of packet reception before it can be delivered to an user 

application and similarly process outgoing packets before transmission. This is not 

discussed in this chapter. 

NICs include a queue of data buffer descriptors to be transmitted (TX queue) 

and a queue of available buffer descriptors to use for received data (RX queue). The 

buffer descriptor contains the physical address and the length of the buffer in host 
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memory. The OS through the device driver posts these buffer descriptors to the NIC. 

A NIC's device driver communicates with the network interface almost exclusively 

through these queues. 

During data transmission, the device driver posts the buffer descriptor pointing 

to the buffer holding the outgoing packet to the TX queue on the NIC. The network 

interface then removes the buffer descriptor from the TX queue and copies the packet 

from the host memory through direct memory access (DMA) using the information 

in the buffer descriptor. After the NIC transmits the packet, it notifies the device 

driver using a hardware interrupt. The device driver then frees the network buffer. 

This process is reversed during data reception. The OS allocates network buffers 

in order to receive incoming packets and they are posted in advance to the RX queue 

on the NIC by the device driver. When a packet arrives, the NIC removes a buffer 

descriptor from the RX queue and copies the packet into the corresponding buffer in 

host memory through DMA. Then the NIC notifies the device driver using a hard

ware interrupt. The device driver then pushes the packet into the network stack for 

processing. 
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E Physical 
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Figure 2.1 Network I/O virtualization using driver domain model in Xen. The device 
driver is hosted within a virtual machine called driver domain. The driver domain also 
contains a software Ethernet bridge and a backend driver (netback). The guest domain 
contains a single virtual network driver (netfront). 

2.2 Network I /O Virtualization in Xen 

Software-based network I /O virtualization is supported by providing each guest 

domain1 a virtual network interface (vNIC) and by having a software intermediary 

multiplex/de-multiplex the network traffic, transparently, from/to the vNICs to/from 

the physical network interfaces. The guest domains are made to believe that they are 

directly interacting with the physical network interfaces. The software intermediary 

also emulates interrupt delivery and DMA. 

The vNICs exported to the guest domains are completely independent of the 

In Xen terminology "domains" are running virtual machine instances. The terms "domains" 
and "virtual machines" are used interchangeably in this thesis. 
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physical interface and this provides device transparency. Consequently, the giiest 

domain has to implement a single virtual network driver which reduces complexity 

and increases reliability of the guest OS images. 

Xen uses the driver dom.ain model to support I/O virtualization [13]. In this 

model, the physical device drivers are hosted in a virtual machine called the driver 

domain. The driver domain has direct access to the hardware and performs I/O 

operations on behalf of the guest domains. Figure 2.1 depicts the driver domain 

model in Xen. 

The driver domain model has two main advantages when compared to an alternate 

approach, called the hypervisor-based driver model, where device drivers are hosted in 

the hypervisor. First, they allow the use of legacy device drivers available for standard 

operating systems such as Linux, minimizing the cost to develop and maintain new 

device drivers for the hypervisor. Second, the driver domains provide a safe execution 

environment for the device drivers. This ensures that any bugs in the device driver 

are contained within the driver domain and cannot corrupt or crash the hypervisor 

and other domains running in the system. Although driver domain crashes can still 

affect guest domains due to interrupted I/O service, this is a more tolerable failure 

mode. It usually only lasts a short period of time since I/O service can be rapidly 

restored by simply rebooting a faulty driver domain. This approach also reduces the 

size of the trusted code base which typically includes only the hypervisor. 
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2.3 Networking in Xen 

This section provides a detailed description of how network packets are transmit

ted and received by guest domains running in Xen. As explained earlier Xen uses 

the driver domain I/O model to support I/O virtualization. Figure 2.1 illustrates the 

operation of the driver domain to enable guest domains to send and receive network 

traffic using the NIC. The driver domain includes a standard Linux physical device 

driver for the NIC, a software Ethernet bridge, and a backend driver (net.back) that 

interacts with a frontend driver (netfront) in the guest domain. A different netback 

instance is created for each guest operating system that the driver domain supports. 

The Ethernet bridge rnultiplexes/de-multiplexes the network traffic in software in the 

driver domain. 

Netback and netfront communicate with each other using a "netchannel" protocol 

over an I/O channel (not shown in the figure). The I/O channel is a ring of requests 

and responses in memory that is shared between a guest domain and a driver domain. 

The requests are posted by a guest domain to the I/O channel and it contains meta-

information of TX/RX network buffer pages in guest domain memory. The driver 

domain posts a response to the I/O channel to notify the guest domain of the com

pletion of an I/O operation. The netchannel protocol requires one response for every 

request consumed from the I/O channel. Every I/O channel also has an associated 

event notification mechanism, implemented over a bi-directional event channel. It 
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Figure 2.2 Steps involved during network packet transmission in Xen. 

enables netfront and netback to trigger a virtual interrupt in the other domain to 

indicate the posting of new requests or responses. There exists one I/O channel each 

for transmitting and receiving network packets. 

2.3.1 Network Packet Transmission 

Figure 2.2 shows the steps involved during network packet transmission in Xen. 

When the guest domain has to transmit a network packet it first posts the TX buffer 

descriptor to netback (step 1). The buffer descriptor points to the TX buffer holding 

the network packet in the guest domain memory. The buffer descriptor is posted as 

an I/O channel request through the TX I/O channel. Then the guest domain notifies 
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the driver domain that there is a new packet to be transmitted. On receiving the 

notification, the driver domain first maps the TX buffer into its address space (step 

2). This is done using Xen's memory sharing mechanism called the grant mechanism 

and requires hypervisor support. This enables the driver domain to access the packet 

headers. Then the packet is sent to the software Ethernet bridge where the network 

traffic from all the guest domains is multiplexed (step 3). The bridge checks the 

destination MAC address of the packet. If it is destined for another guest domain on 

the same physical machine then the packet is locally switched to the corresponding 

netback instance by the bridge (this scenario is not depicted in this figure). Otherwise 

the packet is sent to the NIC's device driver. The device driver then posts the TX. 

buffer to the TX queue on the NIC (step 4)- The network interface then copies the 

packet from the driver domain memory through DMA (step 5) and transmits the 

packet out on the wire. After transmission, the NIC notifies the device driver in the 

driver domain by raising a hardware interrupt (step 6). The interrupt is first handled 

by the hypervisor which determines that the NIC is owned by the driver domain, and 

then generates a virtual interrupt for the NIC's device driver in the driver domain. 

The device driver then notifies the corresponding netback instance using a callback 

mechanism2. Netback then unmaps the TX buffer from its address space (step 7). 

This again requires hypervisor support. Then it notifies the guest domain that the 

•^Since the device driver is unmodified this callback mechanism cannot be explicit. Instead 
netback is notified implicitly when the device driver frees the TX buffer. 
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Figure 2.3 Steps involved during network packet reception in Xen. 

packet has been transmitted by posting an I/O channel response (step 8). Netfront, 

on receiving the notification, frees the TX buffer which held the packet. 

2.3.2 Network Packet Reception 

Figure 2.3 shows the steps involved during network packet reception in Xen. In 

order to receive network packets, RX buffers need to be allocated and posted in 

advance. In Xen, this happens in two concurrent stages. The guest domain posts 

RX buffer descriptors pointing to RX buffer pages in its memory to netback (step 

1A). The buffer descriptor is posted as an I/O channel request through the RX 

I/O channel. The device driver also posts RX buffer descriptors pointing to RX 
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buffers in the driver domain memory to the RX queue on the NIC (step IB). When 

the NIC receives a network packet it dequeues a RX buffer descriptor from the RX 

queue and DMAs the packet into the driver domain memory (step 2). Then the NIC 

raises a hardware interrupt to notify the device driver that a new packet has arrived 

(step 3). Then the device driver sends the packet to the bridge where the incoming 

network traffic is de-multiplexed (step 4)- The bridge checks the MAC address of 

the packet and determines the destination guest domain. Then the packet is sent to 

the corresponding netback instance. Netback then copies the packet into the guest 

domain memory using the RX buffer descriptor which was posted earlier by netfront 

(step 5). Hypervisor support is required to access the guest RX buffer from the driver 

domain to copy the packet. Then it notifies netfront that a new packet has arrived 

by posting an I/O channel response (step 6). On receiving the notification, netfront 

pushes the packet into the network stack. 

2.4 Sources of Network I /O Virtualization Overhead in Xen 

In Xen, both the receive and transmit paths incur higher packet processing costs 

than that in native Linux. But the absolute costs are much higher in the receive path 

than in the transmit path. 

In the receive path, there are two major sources of overhead that limit network 

performance [33]. First, there are substantial packet copying overheads. Each re

ceived packet is first de-multiplexed at the software Ethernet bridge to identify the 
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destination guest domain. Then the packet is sent to the corresponding netback in

stance where it is copied from the driver domain memory to the destination guest 

domain memory. And second, there are substantial overheads associated with the 

grant mechanism used to share memory between the guest domain and the driver 

domain. In the transmit path, the grant mechanism is the single major source of 

overhead. The grant mechanism overheads, in both the transmit and receive paths, 

include the cost of issuing hypercalls to enter/exit the hypervisor and the cost of 

mapping/unmapping guest pages into the driver domain. 

In the rest of this section, we present experimental results that quantify these 

overheads and clearly enumerate the performance difference between Xen and native 

Linux. The experimental setup and evaluation methodology is described first. 

2.4.1 Experimental Setup 

Our experiments are run on two HP Proliant Servers DL380-G5 connected directly 

to each other using a 10 Gigabit multimode fiber cable. Each server has two 2.33 GHz 

Intel Xeon E5345 CPUs (two quad-core CPUs) with 20GB of memory, and a lOGbE 

Intel Oplin 82598EB Ethernet NIC. 

We use a recent Xen unstable3 distribution along with paravirtualized Linux do

mains using linux-2.6.18-xen4, and both use x86 64-bit mode. The system is con-

3xen-unstable.hg changeset 17823:cc4e471bbc08, June 10, 2008 
4linux-2.6.18.8-xen.hg changeset 572:5db911a71eac, June 10, 2008 
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Class 

Xen 

inter-domain copxf 

driver 

netfront 

netback 

network 

grant 

usercopij 

other 

Description 

All functions within the 

Xen hypervisor 

Packet copy from driver 

domain to guest domain 

Native device driver 

Xen frontend driver in 

guest domain 

Xen backend driver in 

driver domain 

Linux network stack in

cluding the Ethernet bridge 

Grant mechanism 

Packet copy to user buffer 

All other functions in the 

Linux kernel 

Associated source code 

numerous 

In Xen : builtin gcc memcpy 

In driver domain : 

arch/x86_64/lib/memcpy.S 

drivers/net/ixgbe/* 

drivers/xen/netfront/* 

drivers/xen/netback/* 

net/* 

drivers/xen/core/gnttab.c 

arch/x86_64/lib/copy_user.S 

numerous 

T a b l e 2 .1 Classes Grouping Linux and Xen Functions. The Xen class groups functions 
from Xen unstable source tree and the rest group functions from linux-2.6.18-xen source 
tree. 

aInter-domain copy happens within the hypervisor when using the existing grant mechanism 
and within driver domain when using the new grant mechanism. 
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figured with one guest domain, and one dedicated driver domain in addition to the 

privileged domain 0. The driver domain and the guest domain are each configured 

with 2 GB of memory and a single virtual CPU (to eliminate potential multi-CPU 

guest scheduling issues [27]). Except when noted, the virtual CPUs of the guest and 

the driver domain are pinned to cores of different CPU sockets ensuring they do not 

share the L2 cache. 

For native Linux experiments (hereafter referred to simply as "Linux") we use the 

same kernel version and similar config options as used in the paravirtualized Linux 

kernel. We also limit the kernel to use a single CPU and restrict the amount of 

memory to 2 GB to make the comparison between Xen Linux guest domain and 

native Linux as similar as possible. 

Except when noted, the queue sizes on the NIC and the I/O channel ring sizes 

are configured to be 1024 and 512 respectively. 

The netperf TCP stream microbenchmark [2] is used in all the experiments to 

generate network traffic. In the RX experiments, the traffic is generated at a server 

running native Linux and is received at a Xen guest. Similarly, in the TX experiments, 

the traffic is generated at the Xen guest and is received by the server running native 

Linux. The sendfile option to netperf is enabled in all experiments. This is especially 

important in the RX experiments to ensure that the CPU at the transmit side of the 

connection (running native Linux) is not the resource bottleneck. 
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We use OProfile [19, 1] to determine the number of CPU cycles used in each 

Linux and Xen function when processing network packets. This is done by profiling 

the driver and guest domain virtual CPUs for CPU_CLK_UNHALTED events during the 

experiments. Given the large number of kernel and hypervisor functions we group 

them into a small number of classes based on their high level purpose, using the source 

code, as described in Table 2.1. 

CPU cycles consumed per packet (henceforth referred to as "cycles/packet") is 

used as the metric to compare the performance overheads in our evaluations. The 

cycles/packet metric is computed by dividing the total packet processing cost across 

the total number of estimated full sized Ethernet packets (1514-bytes) transmitted 

on the wire in an experiment. Since we are using a streaming benchmark, the actual 

packet sizes may vary. But we found most of the packets transmitted on the wire 

to be standard Ethernet sized. Hence, we adopted the above methodology. But it 

should be noted that in the transmit side, since TCP segmentation offload (TSO) is 

used, the fixed cost associated with processing a large TCP segment will be divided 

across the constituent full sized Ethernet packets. 

The total packet processing cost is divided into two parts: the cycles consumed in 

the driver domain CPU and the cycles consumed in the guest domain CPU. Conse

quently, the total hypervisor cost is divided between the driver domain cost and the 

guest domain cost. 
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2.4.2 Packet Processing Overheads 

Figure 2.4 compares the number of CPU cycles/packet consumed in the receive 

path in the guest domain and the driver domain in Xen with Linux. We observe 

that the total cost in Xen (13165 cycles/packet) is 4.5 times higher than that in 

Linux (2927 cycles/packet), which is consistent with previous results [33]. Moreover, 

the driver domain (8782 cycles/packet) incurs a significantly higher cost than the 

guest domain (4383 cycles/packet) itself. A major part of the driver domain costs 

(3840 cycles/packet) is incurred due to the extra data copy needed to move the 

packet from driver domain memory to guest domain memory ("inter-domain copy"). 

There is also a significant cost (1623 cycles/packet) associated with the Xen grant 

mechanism within the hypervisor ("Xen"). The backend driver ("netback") and the 

physical device driver ("driver") also incur additional overheads in the driver domain. 

A part of the overhead classified as "network" is due to the routines executed from 

the software Ethernet bridge. The rest is due to network related routines executed 

from the backend driver and the physical device driver. These costs are not attributed 

directly to "netback" or "driver" since the overheads are classified based on the source 

code and not a callgraph profile. Finally, the overheads classified as "other" is due 

to other routines executed within the Linux kernel. A major part of this overhead 

is due to the Linux memory management routines. These routines are invoked from 

different places in the driver domain network receive path. 
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Most of the overheads in the driver domain, except the physical device driver 

costs, are virtualization related and are not incurred in native Linux. But most of the 

overheads incurred in the guest domain, except for the virtual driver, are expected 

to be similar to the native Linux packet processing overheads. Even the overheads 

incurred in the virtual device driver should be comparable to the physical device 

driver overheads in native Linux since they are functionally similar. But Figure 2.4 

shows that the Xen guest domain (4383 cycles/packet) incurs a higher cost than native 

Linux (2927 cycles/packet). We observe that this difference in processing cost arises 

from two sources, the virtual driver ("driver") and the network stack ("network"). 

In this thesis, we present mechanisms which significantly reduce the packet pro

cessing overheads in the driver domain. In particular, we eliminate the "inter-domain 

copy" cost and reduce the "Xen" and "network" costs. We also present virtual driver 

optimizations in Xen guest domain which reduce the costs associated with "driver" 

and "network", making the packet processing costs in Xen guest domain similar to 

that in native Linux. 

Figure 2.5 compares the number of CPU cycles/packet consumed in the transmit 

path in the guest domain and the driver domain in Xen with Linux. We observe 

that the total cost in Xen (2061 cycles/packet) is 4.7 times higher than that in Linux 

(441 cycles/packet). But the absolute packet processing cost is much lower in the 

transmit path (2061 cycles/packet) than in the receive path (13165 cycles/packet). A 
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significant part of the overhead in the transmit path (860 cycles/packet) is due to the 

Xen grant mechanism ("Xen" in Driver Domain bar and "grant" in Guest Domain 

bar). In this thesis, we present a new grant mechanism which significantly reduces 

this overhead. 



Chapter 3 
Efficient Virtualization using Multi-Queue 

Network Interface Cards 

In this chapter we present the first contribution of this thesis where we use multi-

queue NICs to eliminate packet copying overheads. 

As explained in Chapter 2, the primary source of overhead in the driver domain 

model is packet copying from the driver domain to the guest domain. The packet 

copying overhead is a consequence of performing the de-multiplexing in software after 

the NIC has DMAed the packet to the driver domain. Thus the packet copy can be 

avoided if the de-multiplexing is performed before the DMA operation. But this 

means that the NIC must be capable of performing the de-multiplexing in hardware 

to determine the packet's destination guest domain. Modern server class commodity 

NICs called Multi-Queue NICs (e.g., Intel's 82598 10 GbE controller [11]) support 

this feature. Multi-queue NICs can be used to support efficient I/O virtualization 

without sacrificing the benefits of the driver domain model like fault isolation and 

device transparency. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 describes the new 

hardware features in multi-queue NICs and how they can be leveraged to support 

efficient network I/O virtualization. Section 3.2 describes the software infrastructure 

to support multi-queue NICs and section 3.3 provides an example of network packet 
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reception using these NICs. Section 3.4 discusses some limitations in using multi-

queue NICs. Section 3.5 evaluates the performance of multi-queue NICs and quantifies 

their benefits. Section 3.6 presents some related work and section 3.7 summarizes our 

conclusions. 

3.1 Multi-Queue NICs - Overview 

As explained in Chapter 2, modern NICs include a queue of data buffer descriptors 

to be transmitted (TX queue) and a queue of available buffer descriptors to use for 

received data (RX queue). A NICs device driver communicates with the hardware 

almost exclusively through these queues. 

NICs with multiple sets of these queues ("multi-queue NICs") have emerged to 

improve networking performance. This was primarily motivated by the advent of 

multi-processor systems. These NICs can perforin configurable packet de-multiplexing 

based on certain packet header fields. They have been used previously to support 

Microsoft's Receive Side Scaling architecture and Linux's Scalable I/O architecture by 

de-multiplexing packets based on a hash value of the TCP/IP addresses and ports [23]. 

The basic idea is to allow each core exclusive access to one of the sets of queues on 

the NIC. This allows each core to run the NICs device driver concurrently without 

the need for additional synchronization. The use of multi-queue NICs in this manner 

increases the achievable parallelism within the network stack of the operating system, 

enabling more effective use of multiple processor cores for networking. 
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More recently multi-queue NICs have been extended to allow de-multiplexing into 

different queues using the packet destination MAC address or VLAN tags. This 

capability enables the multi-queue NICs to be used for virtualization where each 

queue can be dedicated to a specific guest domain. The NIC is able to identify 

the target guest domain for all incoming network traffic by associating an unique 

Ethernet MAC address with each receive queue corresponding to the appropriate 

guest domain. The NIC can then de-multiplex the incoming network traffic based on 

the destination Ethernet MAC address in the packet, eliminating the need for software 

de-multiplexing within the driver domain. Multi-queue NICs also support an unique 

MSI-X interrupt for each queue. This allows the device driver to efficiently identify 

the RX queue at which the packet was received. To multiplex transmit network 

traffic, the NIC simply services all of the transmit queues fairly and interleaves the 

network traffic for each guest domain. 

There are two benefits from virtualizing multi-queue NICs for network packet 

reception (Figure 3.1). The first benefit is the elimination of packet copying between 

driver domain and guest domain. As the network traffic for each guest domain will 

only interact with the NIC through a single set of queues, it is possible for the driver 

domain to direct the NIC to transfer data, through DMA, directly to the memory 

owned by that guest domain. The guest domain need only grant the driver domain 

the right to use that physical memory. By appropriately posting buffer descriptors 
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Figure 3.1 Multi-Queue NICs eliminate the packet copying overhead by de-multiplexing 
incoming packets in hardware before the DMA operation. Thus, the packets are directly 
DMAed to the destination guest domain. They also avoid the overheads associated with 
the software Ethernet bridge in the driver domain. 
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pointing to buffers in guest domain memory into receive queues, the driver domain can 

then direct the NIC to transfer packets from each queue directly to the corresponding 

guest domain memory. The second benefit is the elimination of overheads associated 

with traffic de-multiplexing using a software Ethernet bridge within the driver domain. 

Both these benefits significantly reduce the per-packet overhead in the driver domain 

during network packet reception. 

Multi-queue NICs can be used for packet transmission in a similar way but this 

does not yield any performance benefits. This is because packet copy is not used 

in Xen's transmit path and therefore the associated overheads are not incurred. We 

only explore packet reception using multi-queue NICs here. 

3.2 Software Infrastructure to Support Multi-Queue NICs 

In order to support multi-queue NICs in Xen, the driver domain should be able to 

do two things: 1. dedicate queues to guest domains and 2. post guest buffer descriptors 

directly to the RX queue which has been dedicated to that guest domain. This 

requires support in the backend driver in the driver domain (netback) and in the 

NICs physical device driver. The backend driver communicates with the multi-queue 

NIC driver to allocate and configure queues on behalf of the guest domain. The NICs 

driver communicates with the backend driver to request guest buffer descriptors and 

to notify the backend driver that a packet has been received. 

An API was designed to allow the backend driver and the multi-queue NIC driver 
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V M Q device driver A P I 

Implemented in NIC's device driver and invoked by backend driver 

vmq.avai1.queue s 

vmq_alloc_queue 

vmq_free_queue 

vmq_get_size 

vmq_set_size 

vmq_set_mac 

vmq_enable_queue 

vmq_disable_queue 

Number of available queues 

Allocate a queue for a guest domain 

Deallocate the specified queue 

Get the size of the queue 

Set the size of the queue 

Associate the given MAC address with the specified queue 

Enable the specified queue 

Disable the specified queue 

V M Q virtualization layer A P I 

Implemented in backend driver and invoked by NIC's driver 

vmq_alloc_skb 

vmq_free_skb 

vmq_netif _rx 

Request a guest buffer to be posted on the NIC 

Free the guest buffer 

Notify backend driver of packet reception 

Table 3.1 Multi-Queue API Specifications 
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Figure 3.2 Multi-Queue API. VMQ VL API functions are implemented in the backend 
driver and invoked by the device drivers. VMQ DD API functions are implemented in the 
device drivers and invoked lay the backend driver. 

to communicate with each other as shown in Figure 3.2. We implemented the VMQ 

virtualization layer (VL) API as global kernel functions which can be invoked from 

any device driver. VMQ device driver (DD) API was implemented by the device 

vendors. Table 3.2 gives the API specifications. 

In Xen, each guest domain has an associated configuration file which specifies the 

hardware resources like CPU. memory, and I /O devices which are allocated for it. 

In the case of network I /O, the configuration file specifies which physical NIC the 

guest domain can use to transmit and receive network packets. Though these details 

are transparent to the guest OS itself, the driver domain uses this information to 

initialize the backend infrastructure (netback) for that guest domain. Currently, this 
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is specified using the vif option in the configuration file: 

vif = [ ' b r i dge=e th l ' ] . 

This option specifies the software Ethernet bridge to be used. This in turn, implicitly, 

specifies the physical NIC which will be used to transmit and receive packets since 

the physical NIC is attached to this bridge in the driver domain. In order to support 

multi-queue NICs the vif option was modified as follows: 

vif = [ ( br idge=e th l ' , (pdev=pethl ' ] . 

The pdev parameter is given only if the guest domain should be allocated a dedicated 

RX queue on the multi-queue NIC (pethl), otherwise only the bridge parameter is 

specified and the existing bridge-based network infrastructure is used. 

When the guest domain is booted up, the corresponding netback instance in the 

driver domain allocates and configures a queue for that guest domain by commu

nicating with the multi-queue NIC driver using the VMQ device driver API. The 

multi-queue NIC is identified using the pdev parameter from the vif option in the 

guest domain configuration file. The NICs driver then requests guest buffers from 

the backend driver using the VMQ virtualization layer API in order to post them to 

the RX queue on the NIC. When a network packet is received by the NIC. it directly 

transfers the packet to the guest domain memory and notifies the backend driver us

ing the VMQ virtualization layer API. This means that the multi-queue NIC driver 

must be able to identify the corresponding backend driver instance. This is achieved 
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by maintaining a table which maps each queue with a backend driver instance. Since 

the multi-queue NIC driver knows which RX queue was used to receive the packet, it 

can use this table to notify the correct backend driver instance. 

Note that in order to support multi-queue NICs only the driver domain (the 

backend driver and the multi-queue NIC device driver) has to be modified. The 

frontend driver (netfront) in the guest domain remains the same and in fact the 

guest domain is transparent to whether a normal NIC or a multi-queue NIC is being 

supported by the driver domain. This maintains the device transparency property of 

the driver domain model. This is also important to support live migration since the 

guest domain can be migrated to a physical machine whose NIC might not support 

multiple RX queues. 

Furthermore, since our implementation is based on a general API between the 

NIC drivers and the visualization layer (the backend driver), the same multi-queue 

NIC driver can be used with any visualization technology based on the Linux kernel, 

such as KVM [29], assuming the API is supported by that visualization layer. 

3.3 Network Packet Reception using Multi-Queue NICs 

Figure 3.3 shows the steps involved during network packet reception in Xen using 

multi-queue NICs. As with normal NICs, in order to receive network packets RX 

buffers need to be allocated and the corresponding buffer descriptors have to be 

posted in advance. First, the guest domain posts its buffer descriptors to netback 
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7 Notify netfront 

Figure 3.3 Steps involved during network packet reception using Multi-Queue NICs in 
Xen. 

(step 1). The buffer descriptor is posted as an I/O channel request through the RX 

I/O channel. Previously, the driver domain also posted its own RX buffer descriptors 

to the RX queue on the NIC. Here, the guest buffer descriptors are directly posted 

to the queue which has been allocated for that guest domain (step 2). When the 

NIC receives a network packet it de-multiplexes the packet based on its Ethernet 

MAC address in the hardware itself to identify the destination guest domain (step 

3). Then it dequeues a buffer descriptor from the RX queue which has been allocated 

for that guest domain and directly DMAs the packet into that guest domain memory 
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(step 4). After this it raises the hardware interrupt to notify the device driver that a 

new packet has arrived (step 5). The driver then notifies the corresponding netback 

instance (step 6). As previously explained, the driver identifies the right netback 

instance by using the table which maps RX queues to netback instances. Netback 

then notifies netfront in the guest domain that a new packet has arrived by posting 

an I/O channel response (step 7). On receiving the notification, netfront pushes the 

packet into the network stack. 

3.4 Limitations 

The number of RX queues on the multi-queue NIC is limited and therefore only 

a bounded number of girest domains can take advantage of the dedicated RX queues. 

So additional guest domains fall back on a shared RX queue which is created by 

default when the multi-queue NIC is initialized in the driver domain. The packets 

received at the shared queue are de-multiplexed at the software Ethernet bridge. The 

limited number of queues can be smartly allocated among the guest domains with 

domains running network I/O intensive applications getting dedicated queues and 

the rest using the shared queue to make the best use of a multi-queue NIC. This 

can also be done dynamically as the guest domain workloads change. The current 

implementation allocates a RX queue for each guest domain and falls back on the 

shared queue when all the queues have been allocated. 

Typically, the guest OS implements firewall rules to protect its applications from 
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malicious network traffic. But the driver domain can also be used to implement some 

common firewall rules for all guest domains. This works with normal (non-multi-

queue) NICs since all the network packets are first received by the driver domain and 

then copied into the appropriate guest domain memory. But with multi-queue NICs 

since the network packets are directly copied into the guest domain memory, firewall 

rules can no longer be implemented in the driver domain. This is essentially a trade

off between performance and security. This limitation can be overcome, in future, 

by using the packet splitting capability in the multi-queue NICs, once the necessary 

driver support is available. Here, while the packet's payload is directly copied into 

the guest domain memory, the packet's headers are copied into the driver domain 

memory first. The driver domain can then apply the firewall rules, determine if the 

packet should be forwarded to the guest domain and then copy the headers into the 

guest domain memory. Such a solution will allow the driver domain to implement 

firewall rules and at the same time (partly) reap the benefits of multi-queue NICs. 

The cost of copying a few bytes of the header should be much lower than copying the 

entire packet from the driver domain to the guest domain. 

3.5 Evaluation 

This section presents experimental results evaluating the performance impact of 

multi-queue NICs. All the evaluations are performed using RX netperf experiments. 

Figure 3.4 compares the number of cycles/packet consumed in the guest domain 
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Figure 3.4 Impact of using multi-queue NICs on total packet processing cost in Xen. 

and in the driver domain for different configurations. Xen Orig shows the packet 

processing costs in original Xen; Xen MQ shows the packet processing costs when 

the guest domain is assigned a dedicated receive queue on a multi-queue NIC; while 

Linux shows the processing cost in native Linux. 

As expected, multi-queue significantly improves performance with a 43% reduc

tion in the total packet processing cost in Xen, from 13165 to 7448 cycles/packet. In 

particular, multi-queue reduces the driver domain cost by 67%, from 8782 to 2872 cy

cles/packet. To understand the detailed impact on driver domain processing costs, 

Figure 3.5 shows the breakdown of cost across all the kernel and hypervisor functions 

that are executed on the driver domain's CPU. The biggest impact is from the elimi

nation of "inter-domain copy" since the packets are now directly DMAecl to the guest 
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Figure 3.5 Impact of using multi-queue NICs on packet processing cost breakdown in 
Xen driver domain. 

domain memory. In addition to avoiding the data copy, multi-queue also avoids the 

overhead of using the software Ethernet bridge, since the packets are de-multiplexed 

in the hardware itself. This partly explains the reduction in the overheads classified 

as "network" in Figure 3.5. A consequence of not performing the de-multiplexing in 

software is that the packet headers are not accessed in the driver domain. This in 

turn reduces the cache misses in the driver domain and this explains the reduction in 

processing cost in "driver" and a part of "network" in Figure 3.5. 

Finally, the cost associated with Linux memory management functions in the 

driver domain kernel, which is grouped under "other" in Figure 3.5, is also significantly 

reduced. This is a consequence of using a mechanism that we added to netback to 

recycle socket buffers when using multi-queue NICs. Netback uses a regular Linux 
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socket buffer data structure to represent a packet. When the native device driver 

for the multi-queue NIC requests an empty receive buffer to be posted on the device 

receive queue, netback gets a guest buffer previously posted by netfront, attaches it 

as a fragment to the socket buffer and returns the socket buffer to the physical device 

driver. When a packet is received in that buffer, the physical device driver returns 

the associated socket buffer to netback which then removes the fragment from the 

socket buffer and notifies the guest domain that a packet has been received. However, 

instead of freeing the local socket buffer, netback keeps it in a free list to be reused 

when a new guest buffer needs to be posted in the receive queue of the NIC. This 

socket buffer recycling avoids the Linux memory management costs associated with 

allocating and deallocating socket buffers. 

3.6 Related Work 

Santos et al. [33] also propose a similar design of multi-queue NIC support for 

Xen. However, because appropriate multi-queue interfaces were not available at the 

time, they were only emulated on a traditional single queue NIC. Moreover, all their 

evaluations and analysis were done using a 1 GbE NIC. In this thesis, we use real 

10 GbE multi-queue NIC hardware to test and evaluate our software framework to 

support these NICs without any emulation. 

Multi-queue NICs have also been used to reduce I/O visualization overheads in 

VMware's ESX server [12, 8]. The use of multi-cmeue NICs in both Xen and VMware's 
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ESX server achieve the same goal, i.e., eliminate packet copying overheads. But Xen 

and ESX server support different I/O virtualization models. Xen uses the driver 

domain model where the device drivers are hosted within a dedicated VM. Whereas, 

the ESX server uses the hypervisor-based driver model where the device drivers are 

hosted within the privileged hypervisor. There are significant differences in the design 

and implementation of multi-queue NIC support for the driver domain model in Xen 

and the hypervisor-based driver model in ESX server. For example, Xen uses the 

grant mechanism to share guest network buffers with the driver domain. The multi-

queue NIC must be directed to DMA packets to only those guest network buffers 

which have been granted access through the grant mechanism. 

Direct I/O has been proposed as a very efficient I/O virtualization solution [17, 

26, 28, 30, 32, 39] and the NICs which support direct I/O offer features similar to 

multi-queue NICs. With direct I/O. the device presents multiple logical interfaces 

which can be securely accessed directly by guest domains bypassing the virtualiza

tion layer, resulting in the best possible performance, with CPU cost close to native 

performance. However, direct I/O lacks the isolation property of driver domains since 

the device driver is executed inside the guest OS kernel. In addition, direct I/O breaks 

device virtualization transparency. Device transparency has the benefit of avoiding 

the need to maintain device-specific code in guest domains reducing associated costs 

for maintaining and certifying guest OS images. Furthermore, it allows live migra-
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tion of giiest domains across physical machines that have different flavors of devices. 

Although techniques have been proposed to enable live migration [fO, 34] with direct 

I/O [40], these techniques are not ideal since they are not transparent to the guest do

main and require the guest domain to support complex mechanisms such as hot plug 

devices, device failover, etc. In addition, direct I/O increases the complexity of using 

virtual appliance models of software distribution which rely on the ability to execute 

on arbitrary hardware platforms. To use direct I/O, virtual appliances would have to 

include device drivers for a large variety of devices increasing their complexity, size, 

and maintainability. The multi-queue NIC support presented in this chapter enables 

high performance without sacrificing the benefits of the driver domain model. 

3.7 Summary 

This chapter presented the use of multi-queue NICs to achieve efficient I/O virtual-

ization without sacrificing the benefits of the driver domain model. Multi-queue NICs 

support de-multiplexing of incoming packets into different queues using the packet 

destination MAC address. This capability enables multi-queue NICs to be used for 

virtualization where each queue can be dedicated to a specific guest domain. Now 

the driver domain can program the NIC to directly place the packet in the guest do

main memory. Thus multi-queue NICs eliminate packet copying and de-multiplexing 

overheads in the driver domain. This reduces the driver domain packet processing 

cost by 67% and the total packet processing cost in Xen by 43% in the receive path. 



Chapter 4 
Redesigning the Grant Mechanism to Reduce 

Memory Sharing Overheads 

In this chapter we present the second contribution of this thesis where we redesign 

the grant mechanism (henceforth referred to as "new grant mechanism") to reduce the 

memory sharing overheads in Xen. The new grant mechanism significantly reduces 

the cost of reusing an existing grant to take advantage of any temporal locality in the 

utilization of network buffers by the guest domain OS. 

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 provides an overview and de

scribes the implementation of the existing grant mechanism in Xen. It also describes 

two specific uses of the grant mechanism during transmit and receive network I/O 

operations. Section 4.2 explains the shortcomings of the existing grant mechanism in 

Xen. Section 4.3 describes the new design of the grant mechanism and the rationale 

behind it. Section 4.4 provides the implementation details. Sections 4.5 and 4.6 show 

examples of its use while sending and receiving network packets. Section 4.7 presents 

an optimization to the guest domain to increase temporal locality in the utilization of 

network buffers to improve performance. Section 4.8 evaluates the new grant mech

anism. Section 4.9 provides a discussion on how the new grant mechanism opens up 

the possibility of providing greater reliability and protection in software. Section 4.10 

presents some related work and section 4.11 summarizes our conclusions. 
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4.1 Existing Grant Mechanism in Xen 
4.1.1 Grant Mechanism Overview 

Memory sharing between domains is accomplished in Xen using the Grant Mecha

nism. The grant mechanism has some similarity to the System V and POSIX shared 

memory mechanisms which are used to share memory between processes. All these 

mechanisms allow a region in the physical address space to be accessed from dif

ferent virtual address spaces. But the grant mechanism differs from these process 

level memory sharing mechanisms in its usage semantics. In System V or POSIX 

shared memory, one process (source) creates the shared memory region in the phys

ical address space and all the processes (including the source) can access the shared 

memory region only through these mechanisms. So the shared memory usage seman

tics is symmetric in nature. But in the grant mechanism the source domain shares 

any existing physical memory region which it can already access. The other (desti

nation) domains call upon the grant mechanism to use the shared memory region. 

So the usage semantics in grant mechanism is asymmetric in nature. Additionally, 

the grant mechanism provides a two way memory protection between the source and 

destination domains. First, it allows the source domain to control which memory 

pages can be accessed at the destination. Second, it allows the destination domain 

to validate that the shared memory page belongs to the source domain. 

In the networking subsystem, the grant mechanism is used by the guest domain 
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to share its network buffers with the driver domain. The grant mechanism allows the 

driver domain to access guest I/O buffers in a safe manner without compromising 

the isolation properties of the driver domain model. The guest domain uses the 

grant mechanism to limit the pages available to the driver domain to only those 

containing buffers currently being used for I/O. This limits the amount of guest 

memory that is exposed to the driver domain to the minimum necessary, preventing 

bugs in device drivers from corrupting guest memory. In essence, the guest domain 

grunts the driver domain access to some of its memory pages. The driver domain uses 

the grant mechanism to validate that the I/O buffer belongs to a particular guest 

domain. In addition, the hypervisor also ensures that the page ownership does not 

change while the I/O is in progress, this is called page pinning. This is important 

because a malicious or buggy guest domain can release the memory containing an I/O 

buffer to the hypervisor and this can be reallocated to a different guest domain. If 

this memory holds the receive buffer of an ongoing I/O operation, the driver domain 

will copy an incoming packet into this buffer, thus inadvertently corrupting the other 

guest domain's memory. Thus the grant mechanism serves two purposes, it ensures 

that the I/O operation does not access memory not owned by the guest domain and 

limits the set of guest domain memory pages that the driver domain can access. 
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4.1.2 Grant Mechanism Implementation 

A shared memory page is setup between two domains using the grant mechanism 

in two stages. In the first stage (grant creation stage) the source domain creates 

a grant reference for the memory page it wants to share. The grant reference points 

to a grant entry within a grant table. The grant table is shared with the hypervisor. 

The grant entry contains the shared memory page address, the destination domain 

id, and the access permissions. So the grant reference completely identifies where the 

shared memory is located and with whom it is being shared. The guest domain fills 

the grant table entry and then passes the grant reference to the destination domain. 

In the second stage (grant usage stage) the destination domain uses the grant 

reference to access the shared memory. This stage requires hypervisor intervention. 

The destination domain issues a hypercall, to enter the hypervisor, passing the grant 

reference, the source domain id, and a virtual address as arguments. The hypervisor 

first checks whether the grant reference is valid. Then it reads the source domain's 

grant table to get the grant entry. Using the information in the grant entry it checks 

whether the domain which issued the hypercall is the intended destination domain and 

also whether the shared memory page is owned by the source domain. If none of these 

tests fail then it pins the memory page and finally maps the page into the virtual 

address (passed as an argument to the hypercall) within the destination domain's 

address space. Now the destination domain can safely access the shared memory 
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Figure 4.1 Steps involved during network packet transmission under the grant mecha
nism. 

page. 

In order to destroy the shared memory, the destination domain has to issue an

other hypercall. The hypervisor first unmaps the page from the destination domain's 

address space and then unpins the shared memory page. Subsequently, the source 

domain revokes the grant reference for the memory page by invalidating the corre

sponding grant table entry. Now the memory page is not exposed to the destination 

domain any more. 
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4.1.3 Sharing Network Buffers for Packet Transmission 

The guest domain uses the grant mechanism to share network buffers, for trans

mitting packets, with the driver domain. These buffers hold the network packets 

which need to be transmitted. Figure 4.f depicts the steps involved during packet 

transmission under the grant mechanism. The guest domain first creates a grant-

reference for the memory page which contains the network buffer and fills the corre

sponding grant table entry (step 1). The access permission is set to read-only since 

the driver domain has to only read the packet headers during transmission. The grant 

reference is then given to the driver domain1 (step 2). 

The driver domain then issues a GRANT_map hypercall passing the grant reference, 

the guest domain id, and a virtual address as arguments (step 3). The hypervisor 

then performs all the validation tests and pins the memory page (step 4)- Then it 

maps the page into that virtual address in driver domain's address space. The driver 

domain can now access the guest network buffer and transmit the packet (step 5) 

(not shown in Figure 4.1). 

When the packet transmission is completed the driver domain issues the GRANT.unraap 

hypercall (step 6). The hypervisor then unmaps the page from the driver domain's 

address space and finally unpins the shared memory page (step 7). Subsequently, the 

The details of the grant mechanism were not shown in the description of network packet 
transmission in Section 2.3.1. The buffer descriptor which is posted by the guest domain is 
actually a grant reference. 
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guest domain revokes the grant (step 8). 

4.1.4 Sharing Network Buffers for Packet Reception 

The guest domain again uses the grant mechanism to share network buffers, for 

receiving packets, with the driver domain. The incoming network packets destined for 

this guest domain will be copied into these buffers. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 depict the steps 

involved during packet reception under the grant mechanism using a normal NIC and 

a multi-queue NIC respectively. The guest domain first creates a grant reference for 

the memory page which contains the network buffer and fills the corresponding grant 

table entry (step 1). The access permission is set to read-write since the incoming 

packet has to be written into this buffer. The grant reference is then given to the 

driver domain (step 2). 

The way the driver domain uses the grant reference differs depending on whether 

a normal NIC or a multi-queue NIC is receiving the packet. In the case of a normal 

NIC (Figure 4.2), the packet is first received and de-multiplexed in the driver domain. 

Then the driver domain issues a GRANT_copy hypercall passing the grant reference, the 

guest domain id, and the source buffer address as arguments (step 3). The hyper visor 

then performs all the validation tests and pins the memory page (step 4)- It also maps 

the page into its address space2. Then it copies the packet from the source address 

^These temporary mappings arc needed only in x86-32 where the hypervisor's address space 
is small. In the case of x86_64 the hypervisor uses a direct physical address map to access 
the guest memory pages. 
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in driver domain's address space into the guest network buffer (step 5) (not shown in 

Figure 4.2). After that it unpins and unmaps the page (step 6). Subsequently, the 

guest domain revokes the grant by invalidating the grant table entry (step 7). 

In the case of a multi-queue NIC (Figure 4.3), the driver domain first issues a 

GRANT_map hypercall passing the grant reference and the guest domain id as arguments 

(step 3). The hypervisor then performs all the validation tests and pins the memory 

page (step 4)- Then it maps the page into the driver domain's address space. The 

driver domain can now program the multi-queue NIC to DMA the packet into the 

guest network buffer. After the network interface has DMAed the packet (step 5) 

(not shown in Figure 4.3), the driver domain issues the GRANT_unraap hypercall (step 

6). The hypervisor then unmaps the page from the driver domain's address space 

and finally unpins the shared memory page (step 7). Subsequently, the guest domain 

revokes the grant (step 8). 

4.2 Grant Mechanism's Shortcomings 

The existing grant mechanism in Xen incurs significant performance overheads. 

This is quantified in Figure 4.4. Here, the percentage of CPU cycles/packet spent in 

grant related routines in a driver domain (DD) and a guest domain (GD) is shown 

for three cases. The first two bars (Xen Orig - RX and Xen Orig - TX) show the 

cost for original Xen while receiving and transmitting packets respectively. The last 

bar (Xen MQ - RX) shows the cost while receiving packets with a multi-queue NIC. 
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Figure 4.4 The overhead of using the grant mechanism in driver and guest domains 
for network I/O operations in Xen. Each bar is annotated with the total packet processing 
cost to show the absolute costs involved. 

Each bar is also annotated with the total CPU cycles/packet consumed, in driver 

domain (DD) and guest domain (GD), in that case. In general, the driver domain 

incurs a higher cost in using the grant mechanism than the guest domain which 

shows that the grant usage stage is more expensive than the grant creation stage. 

The driver domain incurs the cost of issuing hypercalls to enter/exit the hypervisor. 

Then the hypervisor pins and maps the buffers within the driver domain's address 

space, which incurs additional costs. In Xen Orig - RX the inter-domain copy costs 

dominate the overheads and therefore the grant overhead does not stand out. Once 

the copy overhead is eliminated using multi-queue NICs. the grant overhead becomes 

significant as seen in Xen MQ - RX. 
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Typically, there is temporal locality in the utilization of network buffers by the 

Linux kernel running in the guest domain. For example, over a window of a netperf 

microbenchmark experiment, only 1114 pages were used for receiving 2996824 packets. 

This shows that there can be significant reuse of network buffers. In the existing grant 

mechanism the cost of grant creation, usage, and revocation is incurred for every I/O 

operation. This per-I/O cost remains the same even if the memory page containing 

the buffer is reused. Fundamentally, the existing grant mechanism does not leverage 

the reuse of network buffers and this contributes to the high overhead of the grant 

mechanism. 

4.3 New Grant Mechanism Design 

The existing grant mechanism is unable to take advantage of any temporal locality 

in the utilization of network buffers by the guest domain OS. Specifically, when a 

network buffer is reused for multiple I/O operations, the guest domain acquires a 

new grant every time. 

A straightforward approach to address this problem is to not revoke the grant in 

the guest domain after the I/O is completed. This way when the same network buffer 

is reused for another I/O operation a new grant need not be acquired. But this is not 

sufficient to reduce the performance overheads. Recall that a shared memory page is 

setup using the grant mechanism in two stages, grant creation in the guest domain 

and grant usage in the driver domain. Using the above approach the grant creation 
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becomes a cheaper operation since a new grant may not be acquired for ever}7 I/O 

operation. But grant creation is not an expensive operation to begin with as it only 

involves grant table writes. Therefore making it cheaper will not reduce the existing 

overheads. It is grant usage in the driver domain which is expensive since it requires 

hypervisor intervention. This overhead remains the same irrespective of whether a 

new grant is acquired in the guest domain or not. Therefore this naive approach by 

itself will not reduce the performance overheads. 

Clearly, the grant usage in the driver domain must be made cheaper to reduce the 

performance overheads. This can be achieved trivially by keeping the guest mem

ory pages pinned and mapped in the driver domain even after the I/O operation is 

completed [33]. Thus when the same memory page is used for another I/O operation 

the driver domain avoids the overhead of calling the hypervisor to map and pin the 

page again. But this approach suffers from significant overheads and delays when 

the guest domain desires to revoke the grant to the driver domain. Before the guest 

domain can deallocate the buffer, it will need the driver domain to unmap the buffer 

from its memory. The only way to ensure that the driver domain has unmapped the 

buffer is to perform a handshake over the I/O channel. The delay which might be 

incurred between the guest domain asking the driver domain to unmap the buffer 

and the driver domain actually doing so might be unacceptable in certain situations 

in the guest operating system. For example, there could be severe memory pressure 
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in the guest domain, forcing it to effectively halt until the driver domain unmaps the 

network buffers. Fundamentally, the guest domain should be able to immediately 

revoke a grant whenever it desires. 

We propose to redesign the grant mechanism such that the grant usage in the 

driver domain is made cheaper without involving a complicated grant revocation 

mechanism. We achieve this by switching the costs of grant creation and grant usage 

by having the guest domain call the hypervisor instead of the driver domain. But the 

driver domain should now be able to use the grant without calling the hypervisor. 

This is achieved by moving the grant table from the guest domain to the driver 

domain. The grant table serves a different purpose in the new grant mechanism. The 

guest domain does not need the grant table since it now directly interacts with the 

hypervisor. The driver domain uses the new grant table to directly translate the grant 

references into page addresses which previously required hypervisor intervention. 

Now any temporal locality in the utilization of network buffers can be exploited by 

efficiently reusing grants for multiple I/O operations. Consequently, the performance 

overheads associated with the grant mechanism can be reduced. 

4.4 Implementation Details 
4.4.1 Tracking Grants in Guest Domain 

As in the existing grant mechanism, the guest domain creates a grant when it needs 

to share a page with the driver domain. But unlike the existing grant mechanism, a 
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new grant is created only if the guest domain has not already granted access for this 

page. 

The guest domain uses a new grant track hash table to keep track of grants. This 

is depicted in Figure 4.5. The notion of a grant reference is retained from the existing 

grant mechanism and it now points to an entry in this table. Each guest domain has 

one such table for every driver domain in the system. It should be noted that, unlike 
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the grant table, this table not shared with the hypervisor. The table is divided into 

two parts, one half is used to track read-only grants and the other half is used to 

track read-write grants. Each entry in this table contains a page frame number (pfn) 

of the guest memory page whose grant it is tracking and a counter which records the 

number of active grants associated with that page. The pfn is used to resolve hash 

collisions. The counter is used to check if a grant is active or not. Each entry is 

treated as a single 8 byte word to facilitate efficient atomic memory accesses. 

The following algorithm is used to check if a grant exists for a memory page before 

an I/O operation. First, the pfn of the page is fed into a hash function. The hash 

function returns a hash set which is a set of contiguous locations in the hash table 

which can potentially contain a, grant for a page. Each entry in this set is checked 

to see if it contains a grant for the page. If a grant is found, it is just used after 

incrementing the counter. 

Otherwise, a new grant is created for this page. The first free location in the 

hash set is selected to track this grant. If none of the locations in the hash set are 

free, then the first inactive grant in the hash set is revoked and this location is used 

to track this grant. If even this fails then the operation is aborted in the current 

implementation. A more sophisticated hash table implementation could avoid this 

using techniques like rehashing. 

A hash table structure as described above is preferred because it avoids multiple 
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Figure 4.6 New Grant Table in driver domain which allows it to translate grant refer
ences without hypervisor intervention. 

cache misses while resolving hash collisions. Assuming a cache line of 64 bytes, 8 

contiguous table entries will fit in a single cache line. As long as the hash set does not 

contain more than 8 entries, there will be at most a single cache miss while scanning 

the entries in the hash set. This makes the fast path, when a grant already exists for 

a page, very efficient. 

4.4.2 New Grant Table in Driver Domain 

The driver domain uses a grant reference by directly accessing the new grant table. 

As shown in Figure 4.6, the grant table is now shared between the hypervisor and 

the driver domain. There is one grant table for every guest domain-driver domain pair 

in the system. The table actually consists of two separate sub-tables: a translation 
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sub-table and a status sub-table. The translation sub-table contains two fields, the 

machine frame number (mm) field and the virtual address (vaddr) field. The mm field 

indicates which guest machine frame has been granted access using a particular grant 

reference. The virtual address field indicates where this frame has been mapped 

in the driver domain's address space. The virtual address fields are filled during 

initialization and do not change. This means that each grant reference corresponds 

to an unique location in the driver domain's address space where the guest page will 

be mapped. 

The status sub-table indicates the status of the page, that is whether or not it 

is currently being used by the network interface. Recall that page pinning was used 

for this purpose in the existing grant mechanism. But in the new grant mechanism 

a guest page is pinned until it is revoked and not just during an I/O operation. 

Therefore page pinning alone is not sufficient. So the status of a grant is used to 

ensure that a grant is not revoked while it is being used for an active I/O operation 

by the network interface. Page pinning ensures that the ownership of a page does not 

change while it is mapped in the driver domain's address space. 

While logically a single table, the sub-tables are separated because the driver 

domain only has read access to the translation sub-table, while it has write access to 

the status sub-table. This prevents the driver domain from inadvertently corrupting 

the translation sub-table. 
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With the new grant table in place, the driver domain can directly read the page 

addresses from the table and safely use them for I/O operations since the guest pages 

are guaranteed to have already been validated and mapped by the hypervisor. 

4.5 Initialization & Setup 

In order to use the new grant mechanism, data structures have to be created and 

initialized in the guest domain, the driver domain, and the hypervisor. This happens 

in two stages with the data structures being created by the guest domain in the first 

stage and the driver domain in the second stage. In both these stages, the respective 

domains issue hypercalls to have the hypervisor initialize its own data structures. 

These two stages are explained in detail in the rest of this section. 

4.5.1 Stage 1 - Guest Domain Initialization 

When a virtual network interface is created in the guest domain, depending on 

whether a grant track hash table for the corresponding driver domain already exists or 

not, an existing one is used or a new instance is created. Then the guest domain issues 

a hypercall passing the driver domain id as an argument. Now the hypervisor creates 

and initializes a grant table if one does not already exist for this guest domain-driver 

domain pair. Then it returns a handle to this table to the guest domain. The guest 

domain should provide this handle during all future interactions with the hypervisor. 

During initialization, the guest domain and driver domain negotiate certain fea-
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tures like TSO, scatter gather, checksum offload, etc. During this negotiation the 

guest domain passes the grant table handle it received from the hypervisor to the 

driver domain. 

4.5.2 Stage 2 - Driver Domain Initialization 

When the driver domain receives the handle it first checks whether a grant table 

already exists for this guest domain. If a grant table already exists, it can just 

use it and no additional initialization is required. But if it is interacting with this 

guest domain for the first time, it enters the hypervisor to setup the grant table. 

Before entering the hypervisor it allocates memory in its address space to map guest 

domain pages. Then it issues a hypercall passing the handle it received from the guest 

domain during negotiation. It also provides the virtual addresses of these pages to the 

hypervisor. It should be noted that when the driver domain issues the hypercall, the 

grant table should have already been created within the hypervisor. The hypervisor 

uses the handle and the driver domain id to validate that it is referring to the correct 

grant table. The hypervisor then fills the grant table with the virtual addresses 

it received from the driver domain. Thus each grant reference refers to an unique 

location in the driver domain's address space. 

The grant table is shared between the hypervisor and the driver domain so that 

the driver domain can access the table without having to enter the hypervisor. The 

hypervisor shares the grant table with the driver domain by mapping the grant table 
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into the driver domain's address space. The status sub-table is mapped as read-write 

and the translation sub-table is mapped as read-only. 

At this point the grant table is initialized and setup to be used for sharing memory 

pages under the new grant mechanism. 

4.6 Grant Operations 

There are three fundamental operations in the new grant mechanism, grant cre

ation and revocation in a guest domain and grant usage in a driver domain. Grant 

creation and usage operations are exactly the same in both the TX and RX paths. 

Grant revocation is decoupled from the network paths and the guest domain can 

choose to revoke a grant whenever desired. The rest of this section explains these 

operations in detail. 

4.6.1 Grant Creation in Guest Domain 

Figure 4.7 depicts the operations involved during grant creation in the guest do

main. The guest domain first checks whether a grant already exists for the memory 

page which contains the network buffer using the algorithm described previously in 

section 4.4.1 (step 1). If a grant already exists, the guest domain directly gets the 

grant reference from the track table, increments the counter and gives the grant to 

the driver domain (step 6). 

If a grant entry does not exist, it first creates an entry in the track table. Then it 
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Figure 4.7 Steps involved during grant creation in the guest domain under the new 
grant mechanism. 

issues a GRANT_map hypercall passing the grant reference and the grant table handle 

to the hypervisor (step 2). The hypervisor validates the grant reference and pins the 

guest page (step 3). Then it uses the grant reference to get the virtual address from 

the grant table where the guest page should be mapped in the driver domain. Recall 

that these virtual addresses are added to the grant table during initialization. Then it 

maps the page into the driver domain by creating new page table entries. The pages 

are mapped read-only or read-write as requested by the guest domain. Typically, the 

RX buffers are mapped as read-write and the TX buffers are mapped as read-only. 

The hypervisor finally adds the machine frame number of the page to the grant table 
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Figure 4.8 Steps involved during grant usage in the driver domain under the new grant 
mechanism. 

along with the access permissions (step 4)- Finally, it adds the grant to the track 

table (step 5) and increments the counter associated with that grant. Then it gives 

the grant reference to the driver domain (step 6). 

The overhead of grant creation depends on whether a grant already exists for 

a page. If a new grant has to be acquired the overhead is high since it requires 

hypervisor intervention. But if a grant already exists for a page, there is negligible 

overhead. 
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4.6.2 Grant Usage in Driver Domain 

Figure 4.8 depicts the operations involved during grant usage in the driver domain. 

In order to use the grant reference and access the shared guest page, the driver domain 

has to translate the grant reference to get the virtual address at which the guest 

page is mapped. It translates the grant reference by directly reading the associated 

translation sub-table entry in the grant table. It also increments the status sub-table 

entry to indicate to the hypervisor that the page is being used for an I/O operation 

by the network interface (step 1). Now the driver domain can safely access the guest 

page to perform the I/O operation (step 2). Once the I/O is completed it decrements 

the status sub-table entry (step 8). 

The overhead of grant usage in the driver domain is significantly reduced since it 

only involves grant table reads and writes. 

4.6.3 Grant Revocation in Guest Domain 

While the guest domain does not revoke a grant after the completion of every I/O 

operation, it can revoke a grant whenever it desires (as long as it is not being used 

for an active I/O operation). For example, it might want to revoke a grant when the 

corresponding memory page is re-purposed for a non-I/O operation and the guest 

domain does not want to expose it to the driver domain any more. 

Figure 4.9 depicts the operations involved during grant revocation in a guest 
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Figure 4.9 Steps involved during grant revocation in the guest domain under the new 
grant mechanism. 

domain. In order to revoke a grant for a memory page the guest domain first obtains 

the corresponding grant reference from the grant track hash table (step 1). Then it 

issues a GRANT_unmap hypercall passing the grant reference and the grant table handle 

as arguments (step 2). The hypervisor first checks the status sub-table entry (step 3). 

If it is non-zero, then the page is being used for an I/O operation and the hypervisor 

does not revoke the grant. On the other hand if the status sub-table entry is zero, 

then it unpins and unmaps the page from the driver domain's address space and 

finally invalidates the grant table entry (step 4)- The guest domain then removes the 

entry from the grant track hash table (step 5). 
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Once the grant has been successfully revoked, the guest page is guaranteed to be 

not accessible in the driver domain. But it cannot guarantee that the revocation will 

always succeed since it depends on the status of the grant. 

The grant revocation incurs high overhead since it requires hypervisor intervention 

to unmap the page from the driver domain's address space and invalidate the grant 

table entry. It might also incur the overhead of inter-processor interrupt(s) (IPI) to 

flush the TLB entries in the processor cores on which the driver domain runs. This 

has to be done in order to remove all stale TLB entries after the guest pages are 

unmapped from the driver domain. 

4.7 Promoting Temporal Locality in the Utilization of Net
work Buffers 

The new grant mechanism relies on temporal locality in the utilization of network 

buffers to reduce performance overheads. While we have shown that typically there is 

good locality, it may not be the case always. Therefore, we propose an optimization 

to increase locality. We create a pool of dedicated buffers for network I/O operations. 

The network buffers are allocated from the pool when needed for I/O operations 

and returned to it afterwards. Since the network buffers are recycled from the pool it 

increases the temporal locality in their utilization. The I/O buffer pool is implemented 

using the slab cache in a Linux PV guest. 

When a page is released from the slab cache, the corresponding grant is revoked. 
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This ensures that pages which have been granted access are not used in other parts of 

the guest kernel for non-1/0 purposes. This is especially important for buffers which 

have been given read-write access (RX buffers). 

In the RX path, it is straightforward to use the I/O buffer pool since it just 

requires the virtual driver to use a modified socket buffer allocator. But this is not 

the case in the TX path. Here the I/O buffers are allocated from different places in 

the network stack. In order to use the I/O buffer pool in the TX path it requires 

significant changes to the network stack. While this is theoretically possible, it is not 

a practical solution. So in the current implementation this optimization is not used 

in the TX path. 

4.8 Evaluation 

This section presents experimental results evaluating the performance impact of 

our new grant mechanism. 

Figure 4.10 compares the number of cycles/packet consumed in the guest domain 

and in the driver domain in the receive path for different configurations. Xen Orig 

shows the processing costs in original Xen; Xen NGM shows the processing costs when 

our new grant mechanism (NGM) is used: Xen MQ & NGM shows the processing 

costs when the new grant mechanism is used with multi-queue NICs; Linux shows the 

processing cost in native Linux. It should be noted that in the Xen NGM experiment 

the size of the RX queue on the NIC was reduced, from 1024 to 256, to avoid packet 
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drops in netback. 

The results show that our new grant mechanism improves performance with a 

19% reduction in the total packet processing cost in the receive path. In particular, it-

reduces the driver domain cost by 21%. On using our new grant mechanism along with 

multi-queue NIC support, there is a net 51% reduction in the total packet processing 

cost and an 81% reduction in the driver domain cost as compared to Xen original. 

Figure 4.12 shows the cost breakdown across functions that are executed on the 

driver domain's CPU. The most significant reduction, on comparing Xen NGM with 

Xen Orig, is in "Xen" since the driver domain does not execute any grant related 

code within the hypervisor in the new grant mechanism. In addition there are extra 

savings due to overheads in other Xen functions which axe indirectly executed when 

using grants. This includes the costs due to the hypercall code to enter and exit 

the hypervisor, and Xen memory management functions used to pin pages and to 

map/unmap granted pages into the driver domain's address space. There is also a 

reduction in the "driver" component which includes the CPU cycles spent in the 

physical device driver. We conjecture that this is due to reduced cache miss penalty 

since a smaller number of RX buffers (256 instead of 1024) can fit entirely into the L2 

cache. When the new grant mechanism is used along with multi-queue NIC support 

(Xen NGM & MQ), we observe benefits from both these mechanisms. 

We also observe a small increase in the packet processing cost in the guest domain 
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in Xen MQ & NGM (Figure 4.10). This is due to increased grant revocations in this 

case which leads to a high overhead in the guest domain. This is a consequence of 

the Linux slab cache implementation. When the number of free pages in the slab 

cache reaches a certain threshold, some of the pages are released from the cache. 

When this happens the grants associated with those pages are revoked in our current 

implementation. This effect is more pronounced in Xen MQ & NGM than in Xen 

NGM since higher data rates are achieved in the former case and this pushes the 

number of free pages in the slab cache above the threshold. These costs can be 

avoided by tuning the slab cache with a higher threshold to avoid releasing the pages. 

Figure 4.11 compares the number of cycles/packet consumed in the guest domain 

and in the driver domain in the transmit path for different configurations. The results 

show that our new grant mechanism improves performance with a 47% reduction in 

the total packet processing cost in the transmit path. In particular, it reduces the 

driver domain cost by 64%. Figure 4.13 shows the cost breakdown across functions 

that are executed on the driver domain's CPU. Similar to the receive path the biggest 

reduction is in "Xen". This is due to the same reasons as described previously. We 

also observe reductions in "network", "netback", and "other" parts of the driver 

domain kernel. This is due to two reasons. First, packet processing in net back 

is more efficient in the new grant mechanism. In the current implementation, in 

order to batch hypercalls, all packets are processed in two stages in netback. Our 
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implementation using the new grant mechanism avoids this since the grant related 

hypercalls are eliminated from the network path in the driver domain. Second, the 

new grant mechanism allows multiple active uses of a grant. This means that even 

when a page contains two network packets to be transmitted, it is still mapped at 

exactly one place in the driver domain. This makes the driver domain data structures 

more compact resulting in smaller TLB and cache working sets. This reduces the 

processing costs across-the-board in the driver domain Linux kernel. By contrast, in 

the existing grant mechanism a new grant is created for every I/O operation and each 

time the guest page is mapped at a different location in the driver domain. While 

these effects are also observed in the receive path, they have a greater impact on the 

transmit path. 

4.9 Discussion and Future Work 

In a virtualized environment, the hypervisor should be the only trusted entity 

to achieve a reliable system. A Xen-like virtualization solution goes a long way in 

achieving such reliability using the driver domain I/O model. The resulting system 

is one in which the hypervisor is extremely thin, thus less likely to have bugs, and 

the device drivers are isolated in a dedicated virtual machine. The grant mechanism 

plays a significant part in achieving this isolation in software. But the system is 

still vulnerable to faulty or malicious memory writes through DMA by the hardware. 

This is possible if the driver domain provides faulty DMA addresses to the hardware 
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and/or the hardware itself performs incorrect DMA write operations. A software-

based solution cannot offer protection against such scenarios. 

I/O Memory Management Units (IOMMUs) [5, 3, 7, 38] offer a solution to this 

problem. In a system equipped with an IOMMU memory accesses from devices 

through DMA undergo translation using an I/O page table. This is similar to how 

virtual addresses are translated into physical addresses using regular page tables. 

Thus, a device cannot DMA to a memory location for which a translation does not 

exist in the I/O page table. A simple way to use an IOMMU to solve the above 

problem would be to have the hypervisor setup identity mappings of valid memory 

addresses to which DMA writes can be performed before every I/O operation. The 

hypervisor can use the grant tables to check if a guest domain has granted access 

to some memory location for I/O operations. Thus, using IOMMUs it is possible 

to protect against invalid DMA writes due to bugs in the driver domain and/or the 

hardware. 

We envision a virtualization system in which the IOMMUs in hardware and the 

grant mechanism in software, together, achieve a reliable system. But the existing 

grant mechanism in Xen does not offer sufficient software protection, especially during 

grant revocation. In the existing grant mechanism, the guest domain can revoke a 

grant by invalidating the grant table entry and this prevents further sharing of the 

memory page. But it has to trust the driver domain to issue the hypercall to unmap 
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and unpin the page before it can revoke the grant. If the driver domain fails to do so, 

the guest domain can do nothing about it and the guest memory page is still shared 

with the driver domain. The driver domain can continue writing to that memory 

page even after the guest domain has repurposed it. In the new grant mechanism 

the guest domain can directly request the hypervisor to revoke a grant for a page. 

The hypervisor unmaps the page from the driver domain memory and invalidates the 

entry in the new grant table. Once the grant revocation succeeds it is guaranteed 

that the guest memory page is no longer accessible in the driver domain. 

But revocation succeeds only if its status in the grant table is zero and it is not 

being used for an active I/O operation. If the status is non-zero, then there are two 

possible scenarios. The first scenario is that the page is actually being used for an 

I/O operation and the guest is incorrectly requesting the grant to be revoked. The 

second scenario is that the page is not being used for an I/O operation and the status 

entry is incorrectly set by a buggy driver domain. In the current implementation, in 

such scenarios, the grant revocation just fails. In the second scenario described here, 

the guest's memory page is essentially held hostage by the driver domain and there 

is no way for the guest domain to destroy the shared memory page and reclaim the 

page. Fundamentally, our new grant mechanism cannot guarantee revocation in all 

cases. 

We believe the following collateral-based mechanism can solve this problem. In 
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this mechanism, the driver domain provides a set of its pages as collateral during ini

tialization to the hypervisor. When the grant revocation fails, the hypervisor changes 

the ownership of one of driver domain's collateral pages to the guest domain. The 

shared page, whose grant the guest domain is trying to revoke, is instead given to the 

driver domain. Such a mechanism will guarantee that the grant revocation always 

succeeds and the shared memory page is destroyed. Note that this mechanism will 

work even in the first scenario where the guest domain is incorrectly requesting the 

grant to be revoked. There are still a few issues to be resolved regarding the collateral 

mechanism. For example, it is not clear when and how an exchanged memory page 

can be reclaimed by the driver domain since there can be multiple outstanding I/O 

operations associated with that page. This is a topic for future work. 

We believe the new grant mechanism opens up the possibility of providing greater 

reliability and protection in software. This will be complementary to the protection 

offered by IOMMUs in future. 

4.10 Related Work 

A previous version of the new grant mechanism to reduce grant overheads was 

proposed by us [31]. But the mechanism described in this thesis is a significant 

improvement over our earlier proposal. The previous version did not support rnap-

ping/unmapping of guest buffers into the driver domain. Therefore it could be used 

only with multi-queue NICs. Since in this case the packet headers are not accessed 
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in the driver domain to perform packet de-multiplexing by the software Ethernet 

bridge. In essence, the previously proposed mechanism could only be used by a 

guest domain to grant a driver domain access to program DMA operations to guest 

memory pages. The driver domain could not read/write from/to these pages. The 

mechanism presented in this thesis is complete in the sense that it does not depend 

on the use of multi-queue NICs to receive packets. It allows the guest network buffers 

to be mapped into the driver domain's address space, which in turn allows the use of 

non-multi-queue NICs. 

Santos et al. [33] also propose taking advantage of any temporal locality in the 

utilization of network buffers to reduce the overheads incurred due to the grant mecha

nism in Xen. They propose to extend the existing grant mechanism in Xen by caching 

the grants in the guest domain and by keeping the guest memory pages mapped in 

the driver domain, across multiple I/O operations. But as explained in Section 4.3, 

this approach is not practical as it complicates grant revocation in a guest domain. 

Significant delays might be incurred when the guest domain desires to revoke a grant 

since it will involve a handshake over the I/O channel. Moreover, they did not im

plement or evaluate their mechanism, but instead estimated its potential benefits by 

circumventing the existing grant mechanism in Xen. 

Menon et al. [20] present an alternate solution to eliminate the grant overhead 

without sacrificing the benefits of the driver domain model. Their TwinDriver frame-
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work can be used to create safe and efficient hypervisor drivers from guest OS drivers. 

Now two instances of the device driver are run, one within the driver domain and the 

other within the hypervisor. While the driver in the driver domain performs network 

management tasks, the hypervisor driver is used in the network critical path to send 

and receive packets. The guest domain now directly interacts with the hypervisor 

driver and the hypervisor has implicit access to all of guest memory. Therefore the 

grant mechanism is not needed in their solution. But their solution does not protect 

the hypervisor from non-memory related errors while running the derived hypervisor 

driver and therefore complete fault isolation is not possible. 

As described in Chapter 3, multi-queue NICs have also been used with VMware's 

ESX server [8]. The use of multi-queue NICs significantly improves networking per

formance in the ESX server, with close to 10 GbE line rate being achieved in the 

guest domains. But in Xen, the use of multi-queue NICs alone does not enable high 

performance since the grant mechanism incurs additional overheads. As explained 

earlier, these overheads are not incurred in the hypervisor-based driver model sup

ported by the ESX server. Therefore, in Xen, along with multi-queue support, the 

new grant mechanism plays a significant role in achieving high performance. 

4.11 Summary 

This chapter presented our new grant mechanism which addresses the high perfor

mance overheads in the existing grant mechanism in Xen. It improves performance 
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by decreasing the packet processing cost by 19% in the receive path and 47% in the 

transmit path. This is achieved by significantly reducing the cost of reusing existing 

grants to take advantage of any temporal locality in the utilization of network buffers 

by the guest domain OS. 

In the receive path, the combined benefit of using the new grant mechanism along 

with multi-queue NICs is that the total CPU cost is reduced from 4.5 times to just 

1.9 times the cost in native Linux. In the transmit path, the newr grant mechanism 

reduces the CPU cost from 4.7 times to just 2.4 times the native Linux cost. 

A potential concern regarding the new grant mechanism is that the guest memory 

pages are shared with the driver domain for a longer duration and this increases the 

chances of the driver domain inadvertently corrupting the guest memory. The TX 

buffers are mapped as read-only in the driver domain and so memory corruption by 

the driver domain is not an issue. In the current implementation, the RX grants are 

revoked either when the page is released from the slab cache or when the corresponding 

grant entry in the grant track hash table is replaced to make way for new grants. 

Either way, these buffers are guaranteed to be used only for I/O purposes while the 

driver domain has been granted read-write access to them. So even in this case 

memory corruption by the driver domain should not affect the guest domain. 

The grant mechanism is also used for block I/O operations in Xen. We believe 

that the new grant mechanism can be used for block I/O as well. But its impact on 
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block I/O operations has not been evaluated and is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

The new grant mechanism also opens up the possibility of providing greater re

liability and protection in software. This will be complementary to the protection 

offered by IOMMUs in future. 



Chapter 5 
Guest Virtual Driver Optimizations 

In this chapter we present the third contribution of this thesis where we implement 

three virtual driver optimizations to reduce the packet processing cost in a guest 

domain's receive path. The first two optimizations, large receive offload (LRO) and 

software prefetching are well known optimizations which were not implemented in the 

current virtual driver (netfront) in the guest domain. These optimizations decrease 

the packet processing cost in the network stack and the virtual driver respectively. 

The final optimization, half page buffer allocation, reduces the total memory footprint 

of I/O buffers in the guest domain. This has several consequences including reduced 

TLB misses and better temporal locality in the utilization of network buffers. A 

similar optimization was previously proposed by Menon et al. [18] but it was not 

incorporated into the guest virtual driver. 

Sections 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 describe these optimizations in detail and analyze their 

benefits. Section 5.4 presents some related work and Section 5.5 summarizes our 

conclusions. 

5.1 Large Receive Offload (LRO) 

In Figure 5.1, Xen MQ & NGM shows the processing cost breakdown in the guest 

domain, when multi-queue NIC support and the new grant mechanism (NGM) are 
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enabled. Linux shows the processing cost breakdown in native Linux. On comparing 

them, we observe that the guest domain incurs a much higher packet processing cost 

in the "network" component than Linux. This is caused by executing a larger number 

of instructions/packet for TCP/IP network stack processing. 

This difference in the network stack processing is caused by the use of a software 

optimization called Large Receive Offload (LRO) [14, 21]. In Linux, the device driver 

(provided by Intel) uses LRO to aggregate arriving TCP/IP packets into a much 

smaller number of larger-sized packets (TCP segments), and then passes the large 

segments to the network stack. As a result, the network stack processes a group of 

packets as a single unit at the same cost as for processing a single packet. 

In Xen, the Intel device driver disables LRO by default. Even if LRO is enabled it 

does not work with the existing backend infrastructure in the driver domain. More

over, the LRO implementation in the Intel device driver has to be modified to conform 

to our VMQ API to work with multi-queue NICs. An alternate approach is to imple

ment LRO in the guest virtual driver. This approach has the advantage of providing 

LRO benefits for all guest domains, regardless of whether the physical driver or the 

backend driver in the driver domain support LRO. Here, we evaluate the performance 

benefits from performing LRO using both these approaches. We modified the Intel 

device driver and netback to support LRO in the driver domain using multi-queue 

NICs. We also implemented LRO support from scratch in the guest virtual driver. 
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The impact on processing cost of vising LRO in Xen is shown in the first three bars 

of Figure 5.1. Xen LRO GD and Xen LRO DD show the processing cost breakdown 

when LRO is performed in the guest virtual driver and the physical device driver 

in the driver domain respectively. It should be noted that in the Xen LRO DD 

experiment, the number of RX buffers posted by the guest domain was increased, from 

512 to 1024, due to the constraints imposed by the existing communication protocol 

between netback and netfront. When LRO is performed in the driver domain, some 

LRO related meta-information has to be conveyed to netfront in the guest domain. 

This essentially notifies netfront to expect large packets. But this meta-information 

has to be sent as an I/O channel response through the RX I/O channel. Recall that 

the netchannel protocol allows a response to be posted to the I/O channel only in 

the place of a consumed request. Thus, in order to pass the LRO related meta-

information, the driver domain consumes I/O requests without actually using the 

corresponding RX buffer. This in turn means the guest domain has to post more RX 

buffers to sustain a similar or higher packet data rate. 

The results show that adding LRO to the guest virtual driver reduces guest domain 

processing cost by 7.3%, from 4790 to 4440 cycles/packet. The reduction in processing 

cost in the "network" component offsets a smaller increase in the "driver" (netfront) 

component where the LRO code executes. 

However, a similar impact on processing cost is not observed when LRO is per-
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formed in the physical device driver in the driver domain. In this case, the packet 

processing cost in the guest domain is reduced only by 3.9%, from 4790 to 4602 cy

cles/packet. While the cycles spent in the "network" component are reduced, there 

is a. significant increase in the "Xen" component. Recall that in the Linux slab cache 

implementation, when the number of free pages in the slab cache reaches a certain 

threshold, some of the free pages are released from the cache. When this happens the 

grants associated with those pages are revoked in our current implementation. Since 

a larger number of RX buffers (1024 instead of 512) are used in this experiment, the 

free pages in the slab cache reaches the threshold and thus, the grant related costs 

are increased within the hypervisor ("Xen"). These costs can be avoided by either 

tuning the slab cache with a higher threshold or by using a better communication 

protocol between netfront and netback which allows meta-information to be passed 

without needlessly consuming RX buffers. 

Figure 5.2 shows the impact of LRO on the processing cost breakdown in the 

driver domain. As expected, Xen MQ & NGM and Xen LRO GD look similar since 

performing LRO in the guest virtual driver has no impact on the packet processing 

cost in the driver domain. But we observe a 33% increase in the driver domain 

packet processing cost, from 1635 to 2181 cycles/packet, when LRO is performed in 

the driver domain {Xen LRO DD). This is mainly due to the significant increase in 

the CPU cycles spent in the "driver" component. While a part of the increase in the 
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"driver" component is due to the cost of performing LRO, this is much higher than 

what was observed in the previous case. This is mainly due to the overhead of taking 

cache misses when the packet headers are accessed to perform LRO. Previously, the 

packet headers were never accessed in the driver domain with multi-queue NICs and 

thus these cache misses were avoided. Moreover, some of the cache misses will now 

occur both in the driver domain and the guest domain, increasing the total packet 

processing cost. While LRO in the guest virtual driver decreases the total cost by 

5%, LRO in the driver domain increases the total cost by 6%. These results argue 

that performing LRO in the driver domain, with rrmlti-queue NICs, is detrimental to 

performance. 

Without multi-queue NIC support, LRO in driver domain can prove to be benefi

cial. In this case there would be no extra cache misses in the driver domain since the 

packet headers are already being accessed in the software Ethernet bridge to perform 

the de-multiplexing operation. In fact, Menon et al. [21] have shown a significant 

reduction in packet processing cost in the software Ethernet bridge on performing 

LRO in the driver domain using non-multi-queue NICs. 

Comparing Xen LRO GD and Linux in Figure 5.1, we observe that the total 

cost in the Xen guest domain (4440 cycles/packet) is still far higher than the Linux 

cost (2927 cycles/packet). Based on instruction count breakdown (not shown here), 

we observe that the same instructions are executing at a slower pace (more cy-
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cles/instruction) in the Xen guest domain than in Linux. This instruction slowdown 

is likely caused by worse cache and/or TLB miss behavior in the case of Xen. The 

next two optimizations address these factors. 

5.2 Software Prefetching 

In order to reduce the cache miss penalty, we added instructions in netfront to 

prefetch packet data headers and socket buffer structures. 

After the network interface uses DMA to transfer packet data to guest buffers, 

the initial access to the packet data by software is in the LRO processing in netfront. 

Unless we add a prefetch, the initial access to each packet is certain to cause a cache 

miss. 

On each virtual interrupt, netfront executes a loop to process a batch of arriving 

packets (the batch size is determined by the interrupt rate of the network interface, 

which can be configured with the interrupt coalescing driver parameter). We added 

instructions causing each iteration i of the loop to prefetch the packet header of the 

packet that will be processed in iteration i + 1. This is an attempt to overlap the 

processing of packet i with the prefetching of packet i + 1. However, to issue this 

prefetch we need to determine the address of the packet data by reading it from a 

field of the corresponding socket buffer data structure. To minimize the cache miss 

penalty for accessing this field, in each iteration i we also prefetch the socket buffer 

structure for the packet that will be processed in iteration i + 2. 
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Xen SPF in Figure 5.1 shows the impact on processing cost of adding the software 

prefetch instructions, in addition to performing LRO in the guest virtual driver. We 

observe that the cycles spent in "netfront" and "network" components are reduced 

and the prefetch optimization reduces the guest domain processing cost by 6%, from 

4440 to 4176 cycles/packet. Thus, the prefetching optimization appears to be effective 

at reducing the cache miss penalty for accessing packet header data and socket buffer 

structures. 

5.3 Half Page Buffer Allocation 

For historical reasons, netfront in the Xen guest kernel allocates full page buffers 

for each data packet. This was to support the original Xen I/O architecture in which 

page remapping and page flipping were used to transfer data between the driver 

domain and the guest domain. This approach has largely been supplanted by a data 

copy mechanism [18]. In the case of multi-queue NIC support, even the data copy is 

removed. There is no need to allocate full 4KB page buffers to accommodate standard 

sized (1514-bytes) Ethernet packets. 

We modified netfront to allocate half page (2KB) buffers instead of full pages 

which are large enough to store standard sized Ethernet packet data. Compared to 

the previous optimizations (Xen SPF in Figure 5.1), the half page buffer allocation 

optimization (Xen HalfPG in the figure) reduces the guest domain processing cost 

by 20%, from 4176 to 3325 cycles/packet. It also reduces the driver domain cost by 
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18%, from 1672 to 1378 cycles/packet. Thus, unlike the previous optimizations, half 

page buffer allocation has an impact on both the driver domain and the guest domain 

packet processing costs. 

Fundamentally, the half page buffer allocation reduces the memory footprint of 

I/O buffers by a factor of two. This has several consequences. It reduces the overhead 

of kernel memory management functions. It also reduces the contribution of packet 

data pages to the TLB working set and we believe this reduces the number of TLB 

misses. It also makes the kernel data structures managing the I/O buffers more 

compact. The impact of these effects is seen across-the-board in all parts of the 

kernel in both the guest domain and the driver domain. Further, the half page buffer 

allocation also increases the temporal locality in the utilization of network buffers 

which makes the new grant mechanism more efficient. Now a grant created for a 

guest page can be used for two I/O buffers instead of one. As previously mentioned, 

when the number of pages in the slab cache is above a certain threshold some of 

the pages are released from the cache incurring grant revocation overheads. The half 

page buffer allocation also reduces such instances and reduces the cost associated 

with grant revocations in the hypervisor. The impact of these effects in the guest 

domain is seen in the reduction of cycles spent in "Xen" component in Xen HalfPG 

in Figure 5.1. 
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5.4 Related Work 

The Large Receive Offload optimization is a well known technique to reduce the 

receive side packet processing cost in the network stack. LRO was initially supported 

in software in the NICs' device drivers with limited hardware support [14]. Recently, 

LRO has been added as a generic optimization to the Linux network stack [36]. In 

this implementation, the packets are aggregated by a LRO engine situated between 

the physical device driver and the Linux network stack. But, currently, these LRO 

implementations are not directly usable in a virtualized environment under Xen. 

While the generic LRO support is not available in the PV Linux kernel used in the 

driver domain, the LRO support in the Intel device driver is not compatible with the 

existing backend driver in Xen. Moreover, these implementations have be modified 

to conform to the VMQ API proposed in this thesis to support multi-queue NICs. 

Menon et al. [21] also propose and evaluate the benefits of a similar packet aggre

gation scheme for both Linux and Xen. In Xen, they evaluate their scheme when the 

packet aggregation is performed in the driver domain. They show significant reduc

tion in packet processing cost at the software Ethernet bridge in the driver domain. 

In this thesis, we compare the benefits from performing LRO in both the physical de

vice driver in the driver domain and the virtual driver in the guest domain. Contrary 

to their results, we show that performing LRO in the driver domain is detrimental 

to performance. This is a consequence of using multi-queue NICs as explained in 
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Section 5.1. 

Direct cache access (DCA) [15] has been proposed as a way to avoid the certain 

cache misses when the packet data is first accessed in software after the packet has 

been DMAed by the NIC. In this scheme, the packet data is directly brought into 

specific processor caches while it is transferred from the NIC to the host memory. 

Hardware optimizations, like DCA, may remove the need for the software prefetching 

optimization proposed in this chapter. 

Menon et al. [18] propose the use of MTU sized guest network buffers to receive 

packets. This is similar to the half page buffer allocation scheme proposed in this 

chapter. They also propose a data copy mechanism, instead of a page flipping mech

anism, to receive packets. The data copy mechanism allows the use of MTU sized 

network buffers. Today, Xen supports both these mechanisms to receive packets. But 

full page sized buffers are still used to maintain compatibility with the older page 

flipping mechanism. In addition to the benefits shown previously from using half 

page buffer allocation, we also observe that it makes our new grant mechanism more 

efficient. 

5.5 Summary 

This chapter presented three virtual driver optimizations to reduce the packet 

processing cost in the guest domain. The first two optimizations, large receive offload 

(LRO) and software prefetching, decrease the packet processing cost in the network 
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stack and the virtual driver. The final optimization, half page buffer allocation, 

reduces the total memory footprint of I/O buffers in the guest domain. This has 

several consequences including reduced TLB misses and better temporal locality in 

the utilization of network buffers. 

The combined effect of the three guest domain optimizations, described in this 

chapter, is to reduce the guest domain processing cost by 31%, from 4790 to 3325 cy

cles/packet. This final cost is only 14% higher than the processing cost in native 

Linux (2927 packets/cycle). The remaining gap between Xen guest domain and na

tive Linux is caused by two main factors: higher processing cost in the virtual device 

driver compared to the physical device driver, and additional CPU cycles spent in 

the hypervisor for event delivery between the guest and driver domains. 



Chapter 6 
Impact on Network I /O Throughput at the Guest 

VMs 

In this chapter we present the cumulative impact of all the mechanisms and opti

mizations presented in this thesis on network I/O throughput achieved at the guest 

domains. 

Figure 6.1 shows the throughput achieved in different cases while receive network 

packets at the guest VMs. Figure 6.2 shows the corresponding CPU utilization in 

the driver and guest domains. Xen Orig (1 Guest) shows that Xen without our 

optimizations achieves only 3.0 Gb/s throughput to a single guest. In this case, the 

100% saturated driver domain CPU was the bottleneck resource on our platform. In 

comparison, non-virtualized Linux, shown in Linux, achieves 9.31 Gb/s using 100% of 

a single CPU. This is close to the full line rate of 9.41 Gb/s (calculated by considering 

the overhead of packet headers in full sized 1514-byte Ethernet frames). 

In Figures 6.1 and 6.2, Xen Opt (1 Guest) corresponds to Xen with multi-queue 

NIC support, the new grant mechanism, and the guest virtual driver optimiza

tions. With these mechanisms and optimizations, the achieved throughput jumps 

to 7.9 Gb/s to a single guest, a large 163% increase over the throughput achieved 

with original Xen. This 7.9 Gb/s data throughput is 83% of the full line rate. In this 

case, the guest domain CPU is 100% saturated and is the bottleneck resource that 
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prevents full line rate from being achieved. 

By removing the driver domain CPU bottleneck we achieve better scalability and 

higher data rates when running multiple guests which can take advantage of multiple 

processor cores available in modern CPUs. Xen Opt (2 Guests) in Figure 6.1 shows 

that full 10 GbE line rates can be achieved when running two guests on different 

physical processors. In this scenario the bottleneck resource is the link bandwidth. 

Xen Opt w/ shared cache (1 Guest) in Figure 6.1 shows that a single CPU guest 

can achieve full line rate if it is executed on a CPU core that shared the L2 cache 

with the CPU core running the driver domain. Apparently, the cache footprints of the 

guest and driver domains fit in our 4 MB shared L2 cache, and this sharing provides 

some performance benefit when accessing shared data. 

In the transmit path, while the new grant mechanism reduces the driver domain 

packet processing cost, it has no impact on throughput. This is because neither the 

driver domain's CPU nor the guest domain's CPU is the bottleneck in this case. 



Chapter 7 
Conclusions 

Currently, network I/O virtualization in Xen using the driver domain I/O model 

incurs significant overheads. With Xen, 4.5 times the number of processing cycles 

are consumed compared to native Linux to receive packets. Similarly, 4.7 times the 

number of processing cycles are consumed as compared to native Linux to transmit 

packets. The high cost of virtualizing I/O in the receive path in the driver domain 

limits network throughput when running Xen to only 3.0 Gb/s on a modern server 

which is able to achieve 9.3 Gb/s when running native Linux. 

This thesis presented mechanisms that significantly reduce the processing cost in 

the driver domain. First, the efficient use of a multi-queue NIC eliminates packet 

de-multiplexing and copying overheads, in the receive path, leading to a 67% reduc

tion in processing cycles executed on the driver domain's CPU (including kernel and 

hypervisor code). Second, our new grant mechanism significantly reduces the cost of 

reusing page grants to take advantage of any temporal locality in the utilization of 

network buffers. This leads to a further 53% reduction in the remaining processing 

cycles executed on the driver domain's CPU in the receive path. The new grant 

mechanism was also observed to have a significant impact on the transmit path with 

a 64% reduction in processing cycles executed on the driver domain's CPU. The net 
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effect of both these mechanisms on the receive path is a significant 81% reduction in 

the packet processing costs in the driver domain. 

In addition, this thesis presented guest virtual driver optimizations that increase 

the receive throughput of a single processor guest. The use of software large receive 

offload (LRO), software prefetching, and half-page network buffers lead to a 31% 

reduction in processing cycles executed on the guest CPU. This final guest domain 

cost in the receive path is only 14% higher than the processing cost in Linux. This 

remaining gap between the guest domain and native Linux is caused by higher pro

cessing cost in the virtual device driver compared to the physical device driver and 

the event delivery overheads within the hyper visor. 

In summary, the aggregate processing cost in Xen's receive path is reduced from 

4.5 to just 1.6 times the processing cycles consumed by native Linux. Our results 

demonstrate that the large cost savings provided by our optimizations actually enable 

guest domains to receive packets at the full line rate of the 10 Gb/s Ethernet interface. 

This high throughput is achieved while preserving device-transparent virtualization 

and the safe execution environment of the driver domain model. 

A potentially fruitful topic for future research is to identify mechanisms and poli

cies that can optimize cache sharing benefits for virtualizecl I/O. For example, in a 

large multi-core system it may be worthwhile to use driver domains with multiple 

virtual CPUs (VCPUs). Policies that assign VCPUs to physical CPU cores, and the 
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assignment of device queues to driver domain VCPUs. can be coordinated with guest 

domain placement policies to maximize cache sharing between each guest domain 

arid the driver domain VCPU that manages the device queue that is dedicated to the 

guest. In this work, we avoid multi-CPU guest scheduling effects by configuring the 

driver domain and the guest domain with a single virtual CPU and pinning them to 

separate physical CPU cores. An interesting topic for future work is to analyze and 

evaluate the impact of these effects on the mechanisms and optimizations presented 

in this thesis. 

We also believe that the new grant mechanism opens up the possibility of providing 

greater reliability and protection in software. This will be complementary to the 

protection offered by IOMMUs in future. While the IOMMU will protect against 

hardware bugs, the grant mechanism will protect against bugs in the driver domain. 

But in order to achieve this, the new grant mechanism has to be extended to support 

guaranteed grant revocation. In this thesis, we briefly discussed a potential solution 

using a collateral mechanism. This is also a topic for future work. 
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